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Abstract
Seismic activity in Izvoarele - Galaţi area, identified as a
“seismic swarm” has started at 23rd of September 2013 with
pulses activity. More than 250 earthquakes have been
produced in a month with 19 events of ML>3 and 40 with
ML>2 situated close to the Negrea village. The earthquake
area it is oriented NE-SW perpendicular on the main
tectonic faults Peceneaga Camena (South) and Sfântu
Gheorghe (North). But the events are felt with maximum
amplitude on the Izvoarele village due to local conditions.
Since 4th of October 2013, Technical University of Civil
Engineering by Research Centre on Space Geodesy,
Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and GIS (GEOS) has
started GNSS studies on Izvoarele – Galaţi area. There are
performed three observations phases in order to detect
crustal movements by a GNSS network situated on that
area. The paper presents results obtained after first two
observations phases with site displacements of few
centimeters.
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On this step, five high sensitivy seismometer stations were
installed, one accelerometer for strong movements, one
acoustic registration system for sound effects in Izvoarele
village, seven GPS stations for ground movements, one
magnetometer for magnetic field registration and one
infrasounds data recorder [1].
It is important also to notice that the number of earthquakes
detected and localized has been increased according to the
increase of the seismic stations placed in the area (2009 – 1
station, 2004-2008 – 2 stations, 2009-2013 – 3 stations, 20122013 – 8 stations).
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1. Introduction
Since end of September 2013, National Institute for Earth
Physics Bucharest – Magurele (NIEP) has sent in the Galati
county – Slobozia Conachi area, Izvoarele, Negrea and
Schela villages more specialists teams to install monitoring
equipments for a first evaluation of relevant geophysical
aspects and macroseismic effects.
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Fig.1 Location of seismic area (Galati county) [2]

The magnitude of earthquakes in epicentral area was up to
ML 5. The earthquakes have been felt especially in the
villages closed to epicentral area, but extended according to
some witnesses, to Galati (17 km) and Braila (27 km).
Izvoarele-Negrea area it is situated on the West side of the
North Dobrogea block between the Sf.Gheorghe (NE) and
Peceneaga-Camena (SW) faults. Izvoarele village (Fig.1)
included in the Slobozia-Conachi commune it is situated
along of a normal slipping fault, developed on a sedimentary
shell which fits the crystalline basement, along the Suhurlui
valley. On the eastern side of the village there is an ongoing
oil reservoir exploitation (PETROM).
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2. Investigation of seismic swarm

Fig.2 Seismic swarm localization (in red) [7]
Table 1 Statistics of the seismic activity (October 2013)

Seismic activity in Izvoarele - Galaţi area, identified as a
“seismic swarm” has started at 23rd of September 2013 with
pulses activity. More than 250 earthquakes have been
produced in a month with 19 events of ML>3 and 40 with
ML>2 situated close to the Negrea village. The events are felt
with maximum amplitude on the Izvoarele village due to local
conditions. Sound effects(“boom earthquakes”) were reported
by local witnesses associated with seismic events. Seismic
swarm in Galati area it is unusual by its size (magnitude and
duration) if we refer to the data available (from the late
nineteenth century). This phenomenon is not unique, and it is
found in many other parts of the world (eg Western Bohemia
http://www.ig.cas.cz/en/earthquake-swarm-2013-westbohemia) and in Romania (in Foredeep Carpathian arch, the
Sinaia) [1]. The amplitude of movements associated with
sounds produced panic on the people living in that area. Some
old houses are reported to be damaged and some rumors
(about a possible disaster) amplified the effects. The possible
state aids for disastre compensation induced also the increased
„noise” of some citizens against local autorities.
Earthquakes location indicate a NE-SW oriented alignment
along an active fault system known in the area, with focal
depths ranging between 1:10 km.
Currently, seismic activity in the area Galati significantly
reduced frequency and magnitude decreasing starting on
2014.

3. Geodesy contribution to investigation
In order to investigate the seismic events on that area,
Romanian Government and Ministry of Education and
Research, coordinated the activity of more institutions as:
NIEP Bucharest, Romanian Geological Survey, University of
Bucharest – Faculty of Geology and Geophysics, TUCE
Bucharest – Faculty of Geodesy (GEOS), National Institute
for Research and Development in Urban Planning and
Sustainable Territorial Development "URBAN INCERC",
National Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration –
National Centre for Cartography, General Inspectorate for
Emergency Situations, OMV Petrom.
NIEP sent in the area two geophysicists, three physicians and
two technicians. The equipment consisted of four high
sensitivity seismometers installed, one accelerometer for
strong movements, one acoustic recording system for sound
effects in Izvoarele village, 7 GPS stations for soil
deformation movements, a magnetometer for recording
magnetic field and one infrasound station. The equipment
provides the data in real time to Data Center of the Institute
and are still in operation in the area [1].
Geological Institute of Romania (IGR) conducted field
surveys in electrometric prospecting at 4 alignments and
expertised on potential landslides. For these activities went in
the area engineers (geologists, geophysicists) and one
technician with the necessary equipment [3].

Fig.3 Tectonics of Galati area and epicentral area location [7]
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National Center for Cartography - National Agency for
Cadastre and Land Registration conducted a series of
comparative profiles with GPS devices, in the Izvoarele
village to highlight any ground movement. For measurements
were used five permanent GNSS stations. Repeated
measurements were performed (8 measuring points) for
checking stability on Eastern slope of the village [6].
General Inspectorate for Emergency Situations (IGSU),
consisting of three members, verified a total of 15 houses in
the Izvoarele village (October 2013) and found the existence
of damage in 11 of them [5].
Fig.4 NIEP eq uip ment i ns talled on t he f i el d [7]

Fig.7 Cracks on culture house foundation (Izvoarele village) [5]

Technical University of Civil Engineering - Department of
Geodesy and Photogrammetry (GEOS) started on October
2013 to investigate this phenomenon by geodetic methods.
Four specialists (three teachers and one PhD student) has
been
on the field with measurement equipment for
performing geodetic satellite measurements with 6 GNSS
equipments, geodetic class, 2 frequencies, and related
accessories and processing software [1].
According to the dynamics of the phenomena in the course of
the study, GEOS research team proposed satellite geodetic
measurements aimed at capturing displacements with small
time periods (on the order of seconds) and average period (in
order of days / weeks) and later depending on changing
circumstances, to decide whether to continue to perform
measurements for displacements with a long period (up to
several months / years). For this goal it was decided to
perform measurements at a rate of 5 seconds for evidence of
medium period displacements and at a recording rate of 1s
for evidence of small period displacements.
Given the rapid evolution of events and limited available
resources (field points materialization, data storage capacity),
GEOS specialists placed on the field a number of 6 points for
monitoring their movements by GNSS measurements at an
interval of about one week.
The position of these points was chosen taking into account
the information available at that time on the area of influence
of phenomena, provided by colleagues at the NIEP and the
position of points where NIEP already installed or are going
to install GNSS equipment. In this way, GEOS and NIEP
conducted a geodetic monitoring network covering a wide
surface area of interest and the adjacent area (Fig.9a and
Fig.9b) .

Fig.5 Geoelectrical profiles (in red) in Izvoarele village [3]

Bucharest University - Faculty of Geology and Geophysics
(FGG) – provided GPS equipments - Leica SR 500 class
mounted for long periods of time in the area. The
landmarka were established in collaboration with NIEP. At
week 14 to 19 October 2013 was performed a GPS
campaign, with a special focus on the landmarks installed
by FGG in the last 15 years. Other campaigns followed this
first campaign [7].
National Institute for Research and Development in Urban
Planning and Sustainable Territorial Development
"URBAN-INCERC" sent in the area specialists in
architecture, urban and spatial planning, geotechnical
earthquake engineering and engineering to investigate the
local effects [4].

Fig.6 Details damaged interior walls (Negrea village) [4]
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In parallel, specialists from the NIEP had at disposal similar
satellite measuring equipment and installed in the area for
continuous measurements a number of 7 devices. NIEP
operated and a number of two GNSS permanent stations
operating near the area of interest (Tudor Vladimirescu and
Carcaliu).

sampling rate of 5s for all points and 1s for two of these
points. From NIEP were available data from 2 GNSS epoch
and 2 permanent stations (GPS receivers Leica System 1200 /
Leica System 500) - 4 points. From NACLR were available
sata from 5 permanent GNSS stations in the area..
The time interval for data recording was from 3 hours up to 8
hours. Statistics of the observations (time interval, station
name, antenna type, antenna height et al.) can be observed on
the following figures (Fig.10a and Fig.10b).

Fig.8 GNSS equipments on the field (GEOS) [1]

Fig.9b Geodetic monitor network (second campaign)

Fig.9a Geodetic monitor network (first campaign)
At GEOS proposal, Ministry of Education submitted a
request for GNSS data from permanent GNSS stations of
the National Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration
(NACLR) to be used to establish a geodetic monitoring
network in the area. Satellite data was requested from a
number of 5 GNSS stations (Braila, Targu Bujor, Focsani,
Buzau, Insuratei) for the time intervals GEOS conducted
measurements in the area [1].
GEOS satellite geodetic measurements were performed in
two successive campaigns 04/10/2013 and 11/10/2013.
Seismic activity was more intense at the beginning of
geodetic monitoring and weaker to the time of the second
stage of geodetic measurements.
Observations were performed in static mode, with a

Fig.10a Statisics of sessions for first observation campaign
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introduced as a reference system for geodetic network
(cartesian geocentric coordinates and ellipsoidal coordinates GRS80 ellipsoid – Tab.2);
- relative coordinates between network points (Tab.3);
Table 2 Statistics of absolute coordinates for 2nd and first campaign

- quality indicators of results (standard deviation for relative
and absolute coordinates, error ellipses).
Mean square error of determining the position in the area of
interest (Izvoarele, Slobozia Conachi, Pechea, Cismele,
Negrea) was about 3-5 mm horizontally and 10-15 mm
vertically, values which are normal for technology and
working method (Tab.3).

Fig.10b Statisics of sessions for second observation campaign

GNSS data processing was performed with Topcon Tools
vs.8.2 software package [13].
Processing of data collected in the two stages of satellite
measurements was to determine for each step:
- absolute coordinates of network points; ETRS89 was

Table 3 Statistics of relative coordinates for 2nd and first campaign
Etapa 2

Etapa 1

Bold values on Table 3 indicates the vectors between Izvoarele
point and neighbor points.

SCHE
SMAR
UTC1_Piscu
UTC2_Conachi
UTC3_Pechea
UTC4_Negrea
UTC5_Cismele

Table 4 Differences between coordinates (cartesian / ell.height)
Point name

dX[m]

dY[m]

dZ[m]

Dh[m]*

BRAI
CALI
FOCS
IZVOARELE

0.000
0.003
-0.012
-0.007

0.000
0.000
-0.009
0.010

0.000
0.004
-0.010
0.030

0.000
0.005
-0.017
0.020
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0.010
0.006
-0.005
0.001
-0.011

0.007
0.001
-0.004
0.006
-0.013

0.015
0.006
0.005
-0.002
-0.004

0.019
0.008
-0.001
0.002
-0.013
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Table 5 Differences between coordinates (plane / height)
Point names

dx[m]
BRAI
0.000
CALI
0.000
FOCS
0.003
IZVOARELE
0.023
SCHE
0.002
SMAR
0.000
UTC1_Piscu
UTC2_Conachi
0.008
UTC3_Pechea
UTC4_Negrea
-0.004
UTC5_Cismele
0.008
* ellipsoidal height
** normal heght

dy[m]
0.000
-0.001
-0.002
0.012
0.002
-0.002
-0.002
0.004
-0.006

point show a greater variation than the neighboring
points of interest: (dX, dY, dZ) (-7, + 10, + 30) mm;
- a comparison was made between the plane coordinates /
normal heights determined on the basis of which it can be
seen that the point Izvoarele shows a greater variation
than the neighboring points of interest: (dx, dy, dH) (+
23, + 12, 20) mm
- a comparison was done between the relative coordinates
determined, and we can see that vectors converging in
Izvoarele point shows a greater variation compared to
other vectors determined (dN, dE, dH).
- displacement values observed between the two stages
are in accordance with standard deviation for GNSS
technology, except those that include the point Izvoarele.
- it is necessary for a long time span to analyze if the
vertical displacement of point Schela is significant, as the
horizontal displacement is not significant (Fig.11).

dH[m]**
0.000
0.005
-0.017
0.020
0.019
0.009
0.000
0.001
-0.013

Table 6 Differences in local topocentric coordinate system
dN[m]

dE[m]

dH[m]

BRAI−CALI

0.001

-0.002

0.006

BRAI−IZVOARELE

0.022

0.013

0.020

BRAI−TUDO
BRAI−UTC4_Negrea

0.004
-0.004

-0.004
0.004

-0.015
0.002

BRAI−UTC5_Cismele
FOCS−TUDO

0.005
0.000

-0.001
-0.002

-0.001
0.002

IZVOARELE−TBUJ

-0.013

-0.009

-0.034

IZVOARELE−TUDO

-0.011

-0.004

-0.012

IZVOARELE−UTC2_Conachi

-0.007

-0.004

-0.025

IZVOARELE−UTC4_Negrea

-0.015

-0.002

-0.016

IZVOARELE−UTC5_Cismele

-0.006

-0.009

-0.012

SCHE−SMAR

0.003

0.003

-0.007

SCHE−TUDO

0.009

-0.005

-0.006

SMAR−TUDO

0.006

-0.004

-0.005

TBUJ−TUDO

0.001

-0.002

0.007

TUDO−UTC2_Conachi

0.003

-0.003

0.005

TUDO−UTC4_Negrea

-0.006

0.007

0.010

TUDO−UTC5_Cismele

0.001

0.003

0.006

UTC2_Conachi−UTC4_Negrea

-0.013

0.005

0.001

UTC2_Conachi−UTC5_Cismele

0.002

-0.003

0.000

UTC4_Negrea−UTC5_Cismele

0.006

-0.004

-0.008

Deplasari in plan si pe cota
25
20
Deplasare [mm]

Nume vector

15
10

dx

5

dy
dH

0
-5

CALI

IZVOARELE

SCHE

SMAR

UTC2_Conachi UTC3_Pechea

UTC4_Negrea

UTC5_Cismele

-10
-15
Punct

Fig.11 Horizontal and vertical sites displacement

4. Conclusions
4.1. Geodetic conclusions
- Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest,
the Center for Research in Space Geodesy,
Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and GIS (GEOS)
conducted in collaboration with the NIEP and NACLR,
determinations of position in the Izvoarele - Galati area in
order to determine the displacement of the Earth's crust
due to episodic events held in this area. For this purpose,
the GNSS equipment were used to measure faster than
conventional methods the position with precision of about
+/- 1.5 cm (3D).
- The two campaigns were conducted observations at an
inteterval of one week in October 2013 and it is proposed
to continue them at intervals of at least 2-3 weeks
according to the decrease in size and repeatability of
movements in the area.
- Points were temporarily materialized by metal stakes,
but for further measurements forced centering systems are
recommended that allow better repeatability of satellite
receiving antenna location.
- In view of the first results, it is proposed location of
several points in the Izvoarele village, including the
eastern slope to highlight the highest possible movements

Based on the results presented in the preceding tables we
can highlight the following:
- absolute and relative coordinates in a geocentric
reference system, but also in a plane projection used in
Romania were determined;
- relative coordinates for all vectors measured in two
stages and connecting vectors from Izvoarele to points
from neighboring villages were determined;
- a comparison was done between absolute coordinates
determined, based on which we can see that Izvoarele
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in this small area and a possible connection with ancient
landslides in the area.
- GEOS with a minimal financial support will continue
geodetic survey in the area of Galati and is open to a
possible proposal to participate in a project integrated
with other disciplines, in order to determine the causes
that led to the phenomena under study in this area.
- Thanks to the institutions (NIEP and NACLR) providing
data that was included in the processing of satellite
measurements collected in the two stages of observations.

not led to reactivation, even local slipped masses, which
have affected homes in the area. Last landslide, now
stabilized, affected the Eastern edge of the village in the
years '95 -'97.
Most of the buildings in Schela, Negrea and Izvoarele are
built according to local practices, traditional, with the
combination of modern materials. The structures are not
designed against earthquakes, not designed at static
loads, less at dynamic demands, even if some of them are
built after 1977 - year of reference for civil engineering
specialists.
A large number of buildings are built directly on the
ground without a foundation. The foundations were
executed at a depth lower than the depth of frost in the
area without a preliminary study of the nature of the
terrain in order to establish its lift.
After inspecting "witnesses" mounted by IGSU on the
affected buildings, were not observed important
differences in monitored cracks.

4.2. General conclusions
The sequence of earthquakes produced in the Galati
during seismic swarm type is investigated with specific
characteristics of these seismic processes.
Seismic swarm phenomenon is unusual in Galati area by
its size (magnitude and duration) if we refer to the data
available (from the late nineteenth century).
Seismic swarm phenomenon is not unique, it is found in
many other parts of the world (eg Western Bohemia
http://www.ig.cas.cz/en/earthquake-swarm-2013-westBohemia) and in Romania (in Foredeep Carpathian arch,
the Sinaia) [7].
In many other cases of seismic swarms were reported
sound effects such as those recorded in the Izvoarele
village ("boom earthquakes").
Currently, seismic activity in the area Galati significantly
reduced frequency and magnitude after 16/10/2013.
Locating earthquakes indicate a NE-SW oriented
alignment along an active fault system known in the area,
with focal depths ranging between 1:10 km.
The earthquakes in Galati-Izvoarele area are produced by
the tectonic and analysis of existing data not shown a
notable influence of other factors (floods, oil
exploitation).
Surface geological observations highlight that Izvoarele
village it is situated in an area with recent deposits hillside and meadow - like sand, loamy sand and loess
resedimentate. These unconsolidated rock material is not
adequate and stable foundation, allowing active
movement in case of water infiltration.
The effects observed at the Izvoarele village are
attributed to the following factors:
- Local effects of amplification of seismic waves due to
soil conditions in Izvoarele village area;
- Local amplification effects due to the topography of the
Izvorele village;
-Accumulated macroseismic effects through repeated
seismic waves;
- Poor quality houses.
The most affected areas appear to be precisely placed
along fracture zones identified by electrical surveys and
detailed geological mapping..
Geoelectrical profiles indicates segments that cross
landslides in the eastern part of the Izvoarele village, and
do not indicate strong water movement and any
configuration that may favor reactivation substrates as
imminent. The recent earthquakes felt in the area have

4.3 Recommendations
It is recommended further execution of drillings with
continuous coring in the affected area in order to
determine the exact thickness and depth of groundwater
deposits.
As recommended protective measures afforestation of
slope instability phenomena affected by land and
execution of vertical drains, collecting the runoff using
concrete ditches.
It is recommended to support and strengthen the work of
the damaged houses consolifation.
In order to monitor areas for future earthquakes with
epicentral impact on the population is necessary to
establish a portable seismic network consisting of 10 to
15 mobile stations [7].
Given the complexity of the phenomenon, both in terms
of the seismic focal area, as well as specific local
conditions in the Izvoarele village, financial support of
priority projects dedicated to solving these problems with
interdisciplinary participation was proposed [7].
Given the high pressure of the media about a possible
influence of oil exploitation in different geographical
areas, was proposed for inclusion in the approval
procedure of exploitation / extraction of seismic
monitoring in the area throughout the duration of these
processes and the development in the next 3-5 years
priority research themes in this direction [7].
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